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13Abstract: Listeners presented with noise were asked to press a key
14whenever they heard the vowels [a] or [i:]. The noise had a random spec-
15trum, with levels in 60 frequency bins changing every 0.5 s. Reverse cor-
16relation was used to average the spectrum of the noise prior to each key
17press, thus estimating the features of the vowels for which the partici-
18pants were listening. The formant frequencies of these reverse-correlated
19vowels were similar to those of their respective whispered vowels. The
20success of this response-triggered technique suggests that it may prove
21useful for estimating other internal representations, including perceptual
22phenomena like tinnitus.
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261. Introduction

27A vowel can be mostly defined by the frequencies of its first two formants (Peterson
28and Barney, 1952AQ1 ). Since the absolute frequencies of the formants for a given vowel
29vary from men to women, talker to talker, and utterance to utterance it is unclear
30what criteria listeners use to identify vowels. Much of the previous work on identifying
31these criteria has been based on masking experiments (Moore and Glasberg, 1983;AQ2
32Sidwell and Summerfield, 1985AQ3 ); the current study used a technique based on the tim-
33ing of responses to an ongoing random noise stimulus. This reverse-correlation
34method, borrowed from auditory neurophysiological studies and vision research (Gold
35et al., 1999; Gosselin and Schyns, 2003AQ4 ), does not provide listeners with any auditory
36exemplars, and so is argued to be an unbiased means of determining the criteria listen-
37ers use to identify vowels.
38Random stimuli have been used for decades as a means of examining sensory
39receptive fields (de Boer and Kuyper, 1968AQ5 ). By recording the timing of the responses
40to a time-varying random stimulus, it is possible to identify the stimulus properties
41that most frequently precede a response. In the field of auditory neurophysiology, such
42reverse-correlation techniques are used to estimate the spectrotemporal receptive field,
43which is thought to illustrate the way in which a cell’s response to complex sound
44changes as a function of time (Eggermont et al., 1981) and is thought to be related to
45an “optimal” stimulus, one capable of driving a neuron at a high rate of activity
46(deCharms et al., 1998).
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47This study adapted the reverse-correlation method from neurophysiology but
48used a noise stimulus to investigate the perceptual phenomenon of vowel identity.
49Reverse correlation has been used previously in an auditory behavioral study (Shub
50and Richards, 2009AQ6 ); unlike that study, however, listeners in the current experiment
51were not provided with actual signals embedded in the noise. The stimuli used were
52white noise on long-term average, but their instantaneous spectral content varied in a
53controlled manner. Listeners were asked to respond with a key press when they per-
54ceived a particular vowel in the noise (either [a] or [i:]). The average of the stimulus
55spectra immediately prior to each key press is taken as the measure of a listener’s inter-
56nal vowel representation.

572. Methods

58Using inverse Fourier transforms, we generated 120-s noise stimuli that changed ran-
59domly in their frequency content every 0.5 s (each stimulus, containing 240 “frames,”
60is referred to as a “block”). For each frame, the spectrum was divided into 60 logarith-
61mically spaced bins from 0.1 to 22 kHz. The levels in each bin were assigned one of six
62values (0, À4, À8, À12, À16, À20 dB)AQ7 [Fig. 1(a)]. The level values applied to the
63frequency bins in each of the 240 frames were assigned in a pseudorandom shuffling
64process to ensure that over the course of the whole stimulus all the frequency bins con-
65tained the same total energy, i.e., all bins had 40 repetitions of each of the 6 levels.
66This process created a noise whose long term average was perfectly uniform, but whose
67spectrum at any given instant was shaped in a defined manner [Fig. 1(b)]. Each full
68signal was presented to listeners over headphones (Audio TechnicaAQ8 ES55) at a comfort-
69able listening level [$75 dB SPL (sound pressure level)AQ9 ].
70Listeners were university students with self-reported normal hearing, ranging
71in age from 18 to 24 years old, and were all Scottish native speakers of English. Data
72were collected from a total of 18 listeners (10 male and 8 female). Each listener com-
73pleted one hour of listening consisting of 30 blocks, each block consisting of a newly
74generated 120-s random noise. For 15 of the blocks, listeners were asked to press a key
75whenever they heard the vowel [a], but in the other 15 blocks they were asked to
76respond when they heard the vowel [i:]. These two vowels were chosen because they
77are spectrally dissimilar from one another, having a peak and a trough, respectively, at
78around 1000Hz.
79Listeners received no training in the task, but were familiarized with the stimu-
80lus in the instructions they received. They were told they would hear a rushing sound
81and were asked to respond as quickly as they could whenever they heard the vowel in
82the stimulus. These instructions were given verbally by one of the authors (a Scottish
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Fig. 1. (a) Amplitude spectrum for a given 0.5-s frame, showing the spectrum divided into 60 logarithmically
spaced bins from 0.1 to 22 kHz. The individual bins were each randomly assigned one of six levels from À20 to
0 dB. (b) Schematic spectrogram of an example 120-s noise stimulus, created by combining 240 sequential
frames of 0.5-s each. The final stimuli were continuous noises whose frequency content changed every 0.5 s but
whose long-term spectra were uniform.
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83female) and were accompanied by onscreen text reminders of which vowel they were
84listening for on a given block. The stimulus properties and the times of each key press
85were recorded in MATLABAQ10 and stored for subsequent analysis. Frequency/time spec-
86trograms of the stimulus (dB values in 60 frequency bins and 300 time bins) in the
873.0 s window immediately prior to each key press were computed and summed for
88each block. These were then summed over all 15 blocks for each vowel, and then nor-
89malized to span a range from 0.0 to 1.0.

903. Results

91A spectrogram of the reverse-correlated [a] vowel is shown in the Fig. 2(a), which we
92will refer to as a “vowel primitive.” This figure represents data averaged from all [a]
93responses from all 18 listeners, each responding on average 384 [6 43.0 SEM (standard
94error of the mean)AQ11 ] times. The brightest region of the vowel primitive indicates that
95energy around 1 kHz was often found roughly 0.5 s prior to a response. But there was
96rarely energy found at this frequency 1 s prior to a response, suggesting that listeners
97were most likely to respond after a sudden increase in signal level at 1 kHz. The time
98bins from À1.5 to À3.0 s contained no discernible features, indicating that signals more
99than 1.5 s prior had no impact on the likelihood of response. Figure 2(b) plots the av-
100erage spectrum across 0.4 to 0.1 s prior to each response as a solid black line. There
101are two distinct peaks in energy, one at 1030Hz and a second at 1370Hz. The dotted
102gray line shows the spectrum of a synthetic vowel [a] created with a Klatt synthesizer
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Fig. 2. (a) This [a] vowel primitive represents the mean reverse-correlated vowel spectrogram for n¼ 18 listen-
ers. (b) The mean spectrum between 0.4 and 0.1 s prior to response (solid line) and the spectrum of a Klatt syn-
thesized vowel (dotted line). The black arrows indicate the first three formant frequencies for male whispered [a]
vowels. (c) The [i:] vowel primitive spectrogram. (d) The mean [i:] vowel spectrum (solid line), Klatt spectrum
(dotted line), and whispered vowel formants (black arrows).
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103(Klatt, 1980). The spectra are similar to one another, but the vowel primitive is shifted
104to higher frequencies.
105The same analysis was applied to the blocks during which participants were
106listening for [i:]. These data are shown in Fig. 2(c). This spectrogram shows average
107data from all 18 listeners, here with a mean of the total number of responses of 317
108(6 43.7 SEM). The difference in response rate for [a] versus [i:] vowels was not signifi-
109cant (t[36]¼ 1.03, p¼ 0.311). The bright region above 2500Hz and extending up above
1106000Hz indicates that this vowel primitive was defined by an abundance of high fre-
111quency energy and a lack of low frequency energy. Again there was an increment in
112energy prior to response, this time above 2500Hz. The average spectrum (across 0.4 to
1130.1 s prior to responses) is plotted in Fig. 2(d). As was the case with [a], the spectrum
114of the vowel primitive [i:] is similar to a synthetic [i:], but shifted up in frequency.

1154. Discussion

116Despite the fact that no actual [a] or [i:] vowel sounds were intentionally embedded in
117the random noise stimulus, listeners responded at moments that corresponded to stimu-
118lus conditions that were evocative of the sounds for which they were listening. These
119responses were frequent and consistent enough to result in average spectrograms that
120had features that closely resembled classical vowel formants. This finding suggests that
121the criteria listeners use to identify vowels are resilient to noise, and underscores the
122extent to which the brain functions as a highly sensitive pattern detector compensating
123for missing and distorted information.
124The upward shift of formant frequencies is likely due to the fact that the noise
125stimulus did not contain any amplitude modulations mimicking the glottal pulse rate
126of the human voice. Thus, the vowel sounds that participants were listening for were
127those of a whispered voice. It is known that the formant frequencies found in whis-
128pered vowels are higher than those of voiced vowels; the black arrows in Figs. 2(b)
129and 2(d) represent the frequencies of the first three formants found in whispered vowels
130(Jovičić, 1998) and are similar to the formant frequencies of the measured vowel primi-
131tives in the current data.
132We did not present individual reverse-correlated formant frequencies here
133because in some listeners (three for [a] and six for [i:]), due to high variability in
134responses, it was not possible to identify formant peaks in those listeners’ vowel primi-
135tives. Indeed response variability was a concern that could only be overcome by greatly
136increasing the number of blocks. It is a question for future research whether there is a
137difference in mean formant frequencies for male versus female listeners, a possibility
138raised by our data but currently unsupported due to variance.
139Response-triggered averaging is not often used in behavioral auditory studies
140(c.f., Shub and Richards, 2009AQ12 ), but has been used in behavioral vision research since
141Ahumada (1996) used pairs of noisy images to estimate vernier acuity. Typically these
142studies used discrete trials, whereas our use of an ongoing free-response paradigm is clos-
143est in implementation to that of Ringach (1998), and our use of random noise rather than
144signals embedded in noise is most akin to that of Gosselin and Schyns (2003)AQ13 . The current
145technique has a number of possible applications apart from uncovering features of vowel
146representations. It should be possible, for example, to use this method to reveal a
147patient’s tinnitus spectrum, a percept that is notoriously difficult to estimate. Also, exam-
148ining the way in which a person’s internal representation of sounds changes with presby-
149cusis could yield insights into aging and hearing impairment.
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